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Breaking Colossus: Stars Reach Book One

The intergalactic war rages on.
Freedom seems within our grasp…
..but our savior has gone missing.
When Roth joined the Ascendancy military as an intelligence o!‐

cer, he thought he was doing the right thing. But when his father, the
legendary Grey Soleis, is reported MIA, Roth is torn between military
duty and family.

Unlike Roth, Grey is a man of mythic proportions. Some want him
to stay lost. Others worship him. They both have something in
common: someone wants them dead.

For Alora Soleis, her missing husband is the least of her worries
when an insurrection traps her on her homeworld.

Will she summon enough #ghting strength?
Or become that which she hates?
Both she and Roth must transcend their limitations to save their

family from breaking apart forever.
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Praise for

Breaking Colossus

“Matt Wright’s storytelling conveys the real scope and sense of wonder of
great space opera. Breaking Colossus takes you on a journey as big as your
imagination.”

—Kevin J. Anderson, New York Times bestselling

author of The Dark Between the Stars

"A fast-paced, galaxy-spanning space opera adventure filled with intrigue
and political maneuvering. A solid outing from Mr. Wright!"

—Christopher Ruocchio, author of The Sun Eater

series





You’ll never be fainthearted or a fool,
Telémakhos, if you have your father’s spirit;
he finished what he cared to say,
and what he took in hand he brought to pass.
The sea routes will yield their distances
to his true son, Penélopê’s true son,—
I doubt another’s luck would hold so far.
The son is rare who measures with his father,
and one in a thousand is a better man,
but you will have the sap and wit
and prudence—for you get that from Odysseus—
to give you a fair chance of winning through.

—Homer, The Odyssey
Translated by Robert Fitzgerald
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Communiques

#30113 & #43012

Communique #30113
Sender: Queen Alora Soleis
Recipient: Captain Grey Soleis
Recording…

rey, I cannot ignore this anniversary of our separation any
longer.

This communique may never reach you, not just because
of the nearly in!nite space between us, but because I fear the Ascen‐
dancy is keeping you from me.

In the months after you left, I pondered what I would say to you if
you were still gone !ve, ten, or even twenty years later. All those years
have passed, and for all I know, you are still millions of lights away
!ghting in the war that has claimed more lives than any other war in the
history of our species.

The truth is…I’m not prepared for this. Nevertheless, here it is.
I should start by saying I have no news of you or your whereabouts.

What I do receive comes from our liaisons in the military, mere desk-
sitters, who assure me you are still !ghting the good !ght. Still alive—
and that’s all. They have no idea why you never respond to me, but I
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know all too well their words are well-crafted lies with inlays of gold and
silver.

I have supported the Ascendancy for twenty years. Funding the war
e!ort to overthrow the Dominion is always on my mind. By so doing, I
believe I’ve helped you in your e!orts to return to me. My sky seems to
fade away from me into darkness. I wish to pull it back with all the
strength I have.

You should know Roth is well. Our son has joined the military and
has been serving faithfully aboard the Titanus—but you already knew
that didn’t you?

You promised me you would watch over me like a star. You
promised to be my sky. I still hold on to that promise, Grey. Every day.
The universe is vast…and though the space and powers that separate us
seem greater—and it seems we are but specks of matter on spheres of
dust, rising forever—I believe my words will "nd you, eventually.

I suppose what I want to say most of all is…to ask or plead for you to
come home and be a father to Roth. That is all I ask, Grey. You may
forget me. You may forget what we had together.

Don’t forget your son.
Be well, my love. Until we meet again.

End Communique.
Communique not sent.
Archived.

Communique #43012
Sender: Captain Grey Soleis
Recipient: Queen Alora Soleis
Recording…

Don’t have much time. Something’s going to happen soon. Something
bad…

I haven’t heard from you, but I hope all is well. It’s been twenty
years to the day, but I think of you always. I love you. I miss you. Give
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my love to Roth. I promise I’ll return. I’m doing everything I can to
return to you both.

Don’t give up on me, Alora. I continue to be your sky.

End Communique.
Communique not sent.
Archived.





T

I Promise

rin !ed through Ascendancy space in the form of an aster ship,
bleeding smoke and light into the void.

She thought she’d evaded her pursuer, but couldn’t be
sure. Her core had been damaged in a catastrophe she could not remem‐
ber. She’d need an emergency diagnostic and restoration cycle to see
how much damage she’d sustained. For now, a small aster was inconspic‐
uous enough to avoid Ascendancy scrutiny.

All she could remember was a very human face coupled with a
human promise:

Find my son.
I will. I promise.
Trin had traveled a long way with only those two fragmented

memories driving her. Now, she could feel the end creeping up on her.
She would be lost to the depths like a sinking lifeboat if she didn’t #nd
land. Thankfully, she’d happened upon the Titanus, one of the Ascen‐
dancy's great bladeships. Its purpose was to stay far away from the #ght‐
ing, retrieve, and convey intelligence in the ongoing war against the
Dominion Constellar.

There’d been a time when the Dominion had saved the Civilizations
from the Vine and Tyranny. Over the past three centuries, Trin had seen
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it devolve into the very thing it had sworn to destroy. The Ascendancy
was now the new wave of resistance !ghters opposing oppression. She
wouldn’t feel safe until she had landed in the bladeship’s docking bay.

A line of asters was returning from their scouting missions. Using
her waning energy, Trin used her ARO technology to cloak herself so
that not even the Titanus’ casterprism could discover her. Even so, she
prepared herself to "ee if needed. Humans still hadn’t forgotten their
fear of Arrows—the Tyranny Con"ict was still too recent.

Trin hadn’t seen another of her kind in three hundred years, only
angry humans bent on destroying her. If the humans aboard the
Titanus found her out, they might cast a Gorgon trap on her without
hesitation. Of course, there were the few who hadn’t wanted her dead,
but she couldn’t remember any of them. If there were more Arrows out
there, they hid too well.

The line of asters descended toward the bladeship, their registries
getting pinged for positioning data that explained where they’d been. If
Trin was lucky, it would ignore her, and she could slip past its dropped
shield array. Besides, her registries were empty. Trin couldn’t know
where’d she’d been for the past several hours. Even the memories of the
past several months needed repairs.

Still, her systems continuously recalled the face and the promise to
her awareness. She couldn’t let go of the light they gave her.

Find my son…
Keeping back about ten klicks from the nearest aster, Trin

approached the Titanus slowly, keeping herself alert for trouble. There
were no other bladeships within !ve lights of their position, and she
would not get that far if something went wrong.

ARO cloaking, at one time, was impossible to detect. But humans
had found ways around it. Would this bladeship be as thorough?

Each aster landed in their assigned bays, and nothing indicated
they’d discovered her. But she’d not placed herself in actual danger yet.
Rushing forward, Trin sped through the open shield array before it
closed itself o# to tra$c. She was now in the bladeship’s arti!cial
atmosphere and felt her frame resonate with the humans’ frenetic chaos
beyond; hundreds of humans rushed this way and that in dizzying
confusion. Keeping herself cloaked, Trin transformed.
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The cells of her human-created body were trillions of nanoscopic
chains made up of decahedron-shaped nodes. They responded to her
will, built themselves into any shape, taking on any color in the known
spectrums, and shifted around and allowing her to change into almost
any form she wished. They also expanded and contracted in plasticity.
To the untrained eye, it appeared like breaking the law of conservation
of mass. The technology inside her was so advanced that the humans
feared the Arrows and attempted to destroy them all. They almost
succeeded.

But now, they begrudgingly obeyed her, altering her into the form
of a woman of average height and weight, pale skin and hickory hair
pulled back into a thin tail. It was her chosen identity, and she landed on
the lip of the docking bay, steadied herself, and dashed behind some
crates that were fastened to the bay !oor. She released her cloak and
glanced around to determine if she’d drawn attention.

When she was ready, a pilot’s suit and helmet emerged from her skin
and covered her. She then emerged from the shadows and strode into
the fray with purpose, eventually falling behind a line of other pilots.
Overhead, a voice sounded on the comm, counting down to the next
scouting mission while hundreds of voices called out and the asters’
engines roared. There was also the pounding of auto-hammers and the
crackling of electricity. It all distorted her focus, threatening to throw
her o" her goal. If she didn’t restore herself soon, she would blackout,
and that would be the end.

She would not allow herself to die that way.
Keeping her eyes straight ahead, Trin followed the line of pilots

through a bright archway that led into one of several arteries that ran
through the massive ship. Although it was shaped like a downward-
pointed knife, the Titanus’ innards resembled a human’s circulation and
nervous systems. Bladeships and Arrows had been cut from the same
mold, as it were, and she knew exactly where she was.

Just then, a memory sparked in her mind—she saw dark eyes gazing
into hers with burning intent. It was the human face—the person to
whom she’d made her promise.

Find my son.
I—
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Even as she strode up the artery, the face distorted. Viscous !uid
leaked from the corners of her eyes, then—unbidden and involuntary.
She blinked them away, absorbing them back into her skin, then closed
her eyes to force the inward pain to abate. It refused her.

When she opened her eyes again, Trin noticed a small storeroom
ahead of her on her right. She could feel her systems shutting down one
by one as she focused all power on mobility and consciousness. She
hurried inside and closed the door behind her, hoping that no one had
thought her suspicious. Inside, she found herself in a small, "ve-by-"ve-
meters room with rows of metal shelves "lled with storage containers of
all sizes. These shelves sti!ed most of the room except for a direct path
to the opposite corner.

Squares of light in the ceiling lit the area, and Trin thanked the stars
that she had entered alone. She stood for a moment, erect and still, as he
powered down non-essential systems while searching for a place to hide.
Beyond a wall panel at the far corner, she sensed a gap large enough to "t
in like a crawl space.

She forced her body to walk the path. Her vision clouded over with
warnings and dizzying static. Her left leg gave out, and she took a knee.
Blinking, she glanced downward, deciding to cut o# the power to her
other legs altogether and redirect it to her arms. The rest of the way, she
knelt on the !oor and pushed herself across the smooth !oor.

Trin reached the wall, gripped the panel, and pushed it back and to
the side. Its motor resisted her, and sparks !ew. Inside, she found a small
space that had forgotten its original purpose. Trin dragged herself and
her dead legs inside with her remaining strength, then closed the
protesting panel behind her.

Finally, she was shielded by the darkness. Trin caused her helmet to
fade into her skin in the last moments of consciousness. Then she
hugged her legs to her chest and wrapped her arms around them. With
seconds remaining, she commanded her systems into a restoration cycle.
If luck yet attended her, it would repair some of the damage she’d taken.

But her listless restoration system responded with groans and indo‐
lent protests. They couldn’t fail. Trin had worked too hard to keep them
alive—had come too far to die now. Still, she compelled them, feeding it
all the power she had left.
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Then, it was like falling into a gravity well as her system began their
cycles. She couldn’t know how long she’d remain on “inside time.” As
long as was necessary to regain at least a portion of what she’d lost.

When she was sure she wouldn’t deactivate permanently, Trin
allowed all her consciousness to fade. The deeper darkness of her uncon‐
scious took her away as her systems reduced themselves to their most
basic operations—a data transfer rate of only a few terabits per second.
Her head dropped to her knees, and she dropped the illusion of Trin
and changed into a gray-skinned, genderless omnidroid with empty
eyes.

Within those dark, dizzying revolutions, Trin waited for the light.

The million eternities of her innermost universe appeared to be
insufficient. When the restoration process had completed, Trin brought
herself from the brink of oblivion until she felt well enough to
continue.

She thought she knew now what the promise and the face meant to
her, though she still didn’t recall every detail. There was a self-appointed
mission—Find my son—since she had such a soft spot for humans. It
registered that she would risk her life for one of them, make a promise
that she wasn’t sure she could ever keep.

It sounded very much like her.
Visual and auditory systems rose beyond the black and breached.

Above her, voices resonated beyond the wall panel. She listened to the
gibberish of their speech until her lexicon rebooted. They spoke
Riethan—the o"cial language of the Civilizations. Her system time
reported only a few standard hours since she’d arrived at the Titanus and
begun her restoration process.

“…think we missed something?” the masculine voice said.
“It makes no sense,” a feminine voice replied, sounding annoyed.

“Why would a pilot enter a lower deck utility closet and then…disap‐
pear? Something’s wrong here.”

A brief silence between them.
“You don’t believe me.”

“I believe you,” the other voice said, “but we’ve done everything
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“I believe you,” the other voice said, “but we’ve done everything
possible. You heard what the chief said.”

“There are crawlspaces throughout this entire level. Don’t you
think—”

“Right, but they haven’t been used in decades. You couldn’t access
one without !rst diverting power to their motors.”

A loud sigh. “I suppose…”
Their voices faded as they moved farther away, then cut o" alto‐

gether when the door opened and shut. Trin scanned the room beyond
the panel and found no others present. She needed to keep moving.

So they suspect me. I need to be more careful.
Pushing herself onto her knees, Trin gripped the sides of the panel

and heaved it back against the resistant gears. She climbed out and
replaced the panel as she found it. Little had changed in the hours she’d
been cycling. Glancing down, Trin transformed from a naked, gender‐
less omnidroid back into herself again—this time, she wore a black intel‐
ligence o$cer’s uniform. She shortened her hair to military standards
and materialized a small black cap on the crown of her head.

With another thought, the insignia of an Ensign materialized on the
breast of her jacket. To complete the ensemble, a Disc tablet appeared in
her hand. A lowly Ensign running errands wouldn’t draw too much
attention if she remained out from underfoot. Her !rst goal was to !nd
a terminal, !nd a way past the safeguards, and build a connection to the
plexus. Once she accomplished that, she would have the Ascendancy in
her control.

With a determined stride, Trin left that storeroom and merged into
the tra$c of the ship’s artery. Few looked her way, and those who did
gave her little more than a cursory glance. Her con!dent stance and
focused gaze hopefully gave an impatient impression—and stars have
mercy on whoever interrupted her.

She didn’t have to go far before seeing a small cuboid with a screen
and console. Although it was a minor terminal, it was enough to estab‐
lish a connection. With swift purpose, she ducked inside and sat in the
swiveling chair. There was little privacy there, and she would need to
rush. Placing her hands on the console, she injected a portion of herself
into the system.
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The Ascendancy used several protective !rewalls that prevented
access to their archives and encrypted ansible. The near-instantaneous
relaying of information across vast distances was incredibly valuable to
humans. Who could blame their wariness? But breaking through such
safeguards would not be easy. Doing so while avoiding the alarm would
be…something else entirely.

Trin could do it under normal circumstances. But now…
A dark prism booted to life before her—invisible to all except her—

and recorded her features. In seconds, it would con!rm she was not a
member of the bladeship crew. Less than a minute later, soldiers would
swarm and arrest her.

Arrows thrived on e"ciency, and Trin used it to her advantage,
learning the algorithms. She #ew past the terminal’s local defenses and
then forced herself into the plexus connection, scanning and under‐
standing it. It was complex, well-protected, but very e"cient.

Eight seconds had passed. The plexus mainframe asked for creden‐
tials, but Trin fought past the gatekeeping automation. Once she’d
established a connection, she would need to make certain no one could
trace her. It required a True-Random algorithm of her own making that
covered her tracks.

In the span of two seconds, Trin had traversed billions of lines of
code that could have stretched a quarter of a million lights away to
Cadmus and returned halfway. She absorbed all of it, realizing it
possessed few weaknesses—and she felt respect rather than dismay. It
would take the best minds in the Dominion one hundred years to break
such a defense. And yet weaknesses existed, and Trin had found
them all.

Thirteen seconds.
Milliseconds before the terminus shut o% from an outside source,

Trin had already achieved what she’d come for. Her wireless connection
to the plexus was strong, although it would need some re!ning.

Trin estimated she had less than forty-!ve seconds before a platoon
of soldiers descended upon her. There was no time. She stood and
turned down a smaller intersecting corridor and followed a line of pilots
making the trek back to the docking bay.

Triumph!
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The Titanus’ plexus throbbed around her like a heartbeat. Commu‐
niques carrying information, code, and orders, among many other trea‐
sures posed as vital blood cells. Trin could track the location of the
soldiers dispatched to her position, and they were too close for comfort.
She’d left just in time.

The humans could decipher the True-Random algorithm with
enough time and patience, but she would be long gone before they got
close enough to understand it. But she had more immediate concerns.
As she strode along the corridor, she made subtle changes to her appear‐
ance—oceanic irises, higher cheekbones, "atter lips, thin eyebrows, and
red-tinged hair. She kept her rank of Ensign to remain anonymous.
Next, she had to think of a place to hide.

About a dozen heavy footsteps thudded through the corridor
behind her. She cast a glance over her shoulder—soldiers with falcon
ri"es, or falcatas, were searching among the crowd for her. She remained
calm and kept to her course.

A soldier gripped her by the shoulder and spun her around with
brutish strength. She cried out and glared back at the man in the black
uniform. He gave her a quick look-over, and when he didn’t #nd what
he wanted, he and the others moved on. She watched them thunder
past, searching everyone they came across with rough hands and no
explanation. Their toiling amused Trin so much that she couldn't help
smiling.

She then ducked into an empty o$ce and locked the door behind
her. From there, she could alter the prism footage and make it look like
she wasn’t there—an easier feat than cloaking.

Now Trin could attempt to piece together her memories in peace.
Twelve hours. That’s how much she’d lost.
The only two pieces left were a face and a promise…
I will. I promise…
Before her was a man with a strong, square jaw choked with stubble;

a heavy lower lip encasing white, perfect teeth; a crooked nose and a
creased bridge between two black-as-void eyes; and a strong, fortress
forehead.

Ah! And bright red hair!—matted with sweat and dirt, yet cut short
to military standards. It was a portrait of a man who had seen and expe‐
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rienced too much. With this, Trin pulled up the Titanus’ roster and
cycled through it, comparing every crew member’s face to that memory.

It didn’t take long. Trin stopped at one young man staring straight
back at her.

Roth Soleis - Petty Officer 3rd Class.

With a ninety-two percent match, Trin knew this one was at the
very least related to the man from her memory; his red hair was shorter
and fainter, and his face was oval with light gray eyes, high-arched
brows, and a pallid complexion.

She already liked him.
After gathering what information she could of this Roth, Trin sat

down on the !oor of the o"ce and prepared for a restoration cycle—
one that wouldn’t take as long but would give her the strength she
needed to #nd Roth and discover whether he was the son she’d
promised to seek.

I may have failed in the past, but this is a promise I refuse to break.



R

There Will Be

a Banquet Tonight

oth Soleis hung in space near the aft of the Bladeship Titanus.
The pitch black of the void enveloped him, but his helmet’s

screen allowed him to admire the nebula Agamemnon that
cascaded across his vision like a river several dozen lights away.

Although they were close enough to admire it, they were far enough
away to avoid getting shredded in the con!agration. With the help of
the bladeship’s massive galaxy-scanning casterprism protruding from
the starboard hull, Roth could appreciate it as one admires a master‐
work in a museum.

Outside, he felt at the center of in#nity, hearing only the sound of
his own breathing. He turned his head and gazed upon stars up close,
supermassive black holes with accretion disks that shredded suns and
planets alike, quasars of incessant nictitating like lighthouses in the
night.

Eventually, Roth shut o$ the screen, and all the light vanished from
his view. Only the void remained. He closed his eyes and drew a deep
breath in the catharsis of his solitude.

At the beginning of his tour, weightlessness had often troubled him.
Now, he enjoyed it upon occasion. It cleansed and forti#ed him for the
stressful, work-#lled days ahead. The bladeship’s physicians recom‐
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mended it to soldiers and o!cers alike who had seen death in battle…or
those who had struck subordinates in a "t of rage.

Rage?
Roth couldn’t help a broken grimace—it had been less an uncon‐

trolled "t and more of a self-ful"lled prophecy. The o!cer he’d struck
had pushed him to the edge and may have deserved it. Roth admitted
his strength was lacking and hadn’t even broken the man’s nose. Still…
now, when other soldiers looked at him, they saw his father, Grey. A
military man. A violent man. Why wouldn’t Roth follow in his father’s
footsteps?

Isn’t that what he’d wanted by joining the military?
Putting him outside the bladeship in a dry, musty suit was the only

way his superiors could think of to cool him down. Roth could,
perhaps, deal with such childish punishments, but he couldn’t under‐
stand what came next. Mandatory leave. He was going home again.

Stars…
He heaved another sigh, trying to dismiss thoughts of anxiety. All

he wanted was to stare at a starless patch of space and cease thinking, let
his sight lose its focus, and relax his light-speed mind. That, at least, was
his hope. But instead of darkness, Roth saw the image of his father,
Grey Soleis, floating just in front of him. His shadow covered every‐
thing, and he seemed to gaze at Roth with his fathomless eyes as if
waiting for him.

It was as clear to him as a memory—and Roth knew his memories
too well. However, he’d never known the Grey who’d fought in a war
behind the Ascendancy’s veil. His father was too important, too good at
the war e$ort. The upper echelons had not yet declassi"ed most of his
missions—not even to his son, an intelligence o!cer.

The story of Grey has long become mythologized.
From birth, he’d been genetically modi"ed to "ght in this war. One

might say he’d been designed from before his birth to defeat the Domin‐
ion. Grey’s parents, the regents Acacius and Peitra Soleis, had seen "t to
grow him in a laboratory vat. They’d wanted to avoid any defects that
accompanied natural births. They raised him as a weapon, prolonging
his life for the day when he was needed to "ght. But when that opportu‐
nity came, he shocked everyone when he united in love with Alora of
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House Liberies. It meant forsaking the war and tending to planetary
rule.

Acacius and Peitra couldn’t sway him—no matter how hard they
tried. With the revolution underway, the Ascendancy sent ambassadors
and generals to bring him back, and not a one succeeded until Admiral
Mads Torson arrived in the Bladeship Cyclops. Roth didn’t know what
the admiral told him—and neither did his mother, Alora, for she was in
the last days of her pregnancy—but three days after Roth’s birth, Grey
left Telam to !ght in the universe-spanning war. It swallowed him up.

Roth could still remember most details of his birth and the three
days that followed. He remembered the look in his father’s eyes and
wasn’t sure if it represented consternation or emotion. In the creases of
his frown lay the secret to his leaving Telam to join the Ascendancy.
Twenty years later, Grey couldn’t have been farther away from his family
and home.

Roth gritted his teeth. His outside time hadn’t been restful—it had
only bubbled up feelings of agitation at himself and his childish wishing
that his father would return and bridge the gap between them. Grey had
become a living war hero, predestined to end the war. And perhaps he
would eventually become the savior of them all. One day, the stargazers
would name a nebula after him. Fitting that the death of a star would be
named after the greatest war hero in history…

Just then, a deep voice in!ltrated the silence of Roth’s suit, thun‐
dering in his helmet and interrupting his thoughts.

“O#cer Soleis. It’s time.”
The voice belonged to Petty O#cer Arvind Tau, a recruit who’d

entered the military around Roth's time. The upper echelons had
promoted him early, and he worked in the docking bays now under the
payload commander. The text of the man’s service record $ashed before
the eye of Roth’s mind; Arvind Hasen Tau—born twenty standard
years ago on Cadmus—almost to the day—he had to remember to wish
him a happy birthday—a holo of his paramour, Pridwyn Cora, replayed
and Roth remembered why he didn’t like her: high voice, vain personal‐
ity, uninteresting social life. She was the daughter of a wealthy arms
merchant on—

Stars!
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Roth shook his head, forcing himself to stop remembering every‐
thing. He knew what it was like to drown in the details.

“All right,” he said with a sigh, “pull me back.”
His suit’s umbilical cord reappeared, and the Titanus rematerialized

before him. Slowly, the line drew him back toward the maw of an open
dock protected by the bladeship's shield array. It didn’t bother him that
the military cut his outside time short. Each soldier or o"cer was trained
to expect it in case of a sudden attack that put their lives in jeopardy. In
his case, he had to attend to his mandatory leave to Telam. To his home.

Going home again stressed him troubled him more than his work
did. It meant he had to deal with Mother.

The cord drew him toward the maw of an open dock protected by
the bladeship's shield array, which opened and permitted him back
inside. Arvind stood on the lip to receive him, wearing a smart deep-
ocean blue suit and black shoes that re#ected all light. He helped Roth
back onto the deck where the grav-cells took over and pulled him down‐
ward. Stumbling, Roth struggled to accustom himself to the gravity.
Arvid steadied him with a $rm grip on his arm until he could stand on
his own.

“Thank you,” Roth said, taking o% his helmet.
Arvind gave him a nod, and they walked together in silence back

into the bay toward the rear corridor of dressing rooms and lockers.
“So, how was your trip to Cadmus?” Roth said, $lling the

unnerving silence.
Arvind shot him an odd glance. “How—” Then, his face illumi‐

nated in remembrance and understanding. “Oh. I forgot. You
remember everything.”

“Eidetic memory,” Roth said, tapping the side of his head. “Not
everything. Just most things. It's my greatest asset.” He patted Arvind
on the shoulder. “Happy birthday, by the way.”

It seemed like an appropriate thing to do. Arvind wasn’t a close
friend, but neither was he an enemy. Still, the man seemed put o% by the
gesture.

“That's uncanny, you know that?” Arvind said with a grunt. “I
haven't seen you in, what? Two standard years?”

“One and a half—barely. Did you enjoy the weather?”
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Arvind sighed. “It was cold,” he said, “but winter’s !nally ended.”
Roth nodded. “Ah, you’re right. It would be.”
He realized early on that his memory could make others feel…stupid.

He knew the current weather on almost every planet within the Ascen‐
dancy, but he asked anyway to tone down his ability. It often had…
mixed results.

“And Pridwyn? How is she?”
Arvind’s demeanor fell. “We're not together anymore.”
Roth's brow lifted in surprise. “That's unfortunate,” he said. “I

spoke with her a few times, do you remember? She was a…”
“A bitch?” Arvind said with a sco#.
Roth frowned. “Is…there anyone else?”
Arvind came to a halt. “You know—to be frank with you, Soleis, it’s

none of your business.”
Roth stopped a few feet ahead of him, turned slightly, and stared at

the o$cer. What had he said wrong?
Arvind wiped his hand across his face. “You…just take care of your‐

self, Roth.” Then he turned and strode away.
Roth watched him go, feeling his forehead and cheeks reddening.

He’d touched a nerve in Arvind somewhere, but he imagined it had less
to do with this eidetic memory and more to do with the social mores
he’d crossed. Perhaps he and Arvind weren’t close enough to share such
sensitive information, but he could never be sure.

None of it was his business, apparently.
When he !nished dressing and turning in his suit, Roth slammed

his locker shut and left through a cylindrical vein of sterile-white walls
that led toward the fore of the blade. He found a lift and took it up to
the level of his quarters, trying to silence his clamorous mind or focus
on the faces of those who entered the lift with him and disembarked at
other levels. They and their conversations became blurs in his periphery.
Hopefully, his mind would forget those blurs, too.

When he arrived at his %oor, he kept his eyes on the %oor until he
reached his quarters. Palming the scanner on the wall, it hissed open,
and he strode inside the shadows. His presence activated the lights in the
ceiling, brightening the small, cuboid room with a bed, privy, shower,
and a closet to hang his clothes. Unlike several others he knew, Roth
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enjoyed the enclosed, windowless space. It made him feel protected.
What he liked most was that few others entered that space.

Roth undressed and stood for a moment in his underclothes. With
eyes closed, he stood on the balls of his feet, stretching his leg muscles,
and relived his outside time in his mind. He could recall every detail as if
he were reliving it—the cleansing weightlessness made him wish the
military hadn’t forced him to take personal leave.

Made him wish he’d done nothing to deserve such punishment.
He lined his six pairs of shoes up in a row by the door, folded his

suit, and placed it neatly in the hamper to be cleaned automatically. He
then stripped and took a hot shower, careful to time himself with a
mental clock that counted down second by second. The rigidity !lled an
emptiness inside him, making him feel busy and important. A mirror
over the sink re"ected his thin, sti# body that struggled to keep any
weight he put on.

Afterward, he shaved o# any unsightly hairs on his austere face and
changed into his best uniform; a clean void-blue cloth, a black mantle
draped over his left shoulder, and a blue o$cer's cap. It was all very cere‐
monial—but then, to him, this punishment was nothing but a cere‐
mony. He scrutinized himself with painstaking e#ort, making sure all
creases were ironed and that no "ecks of skin dotted the fabric.

Once he was satis!ed with his appearance, Roth glanced up at the
caged clock on his wall and counted half a standard hour before the
transport left. Taking up his military-issued Disc tablet from his bed, he
left his quarters, and the door locked itself behind him with a swish. To
occupy his mind on the way down to the lower-deck transport asters, he
focused on Disc.

He spent most of his time either in his room or in a situation room
with his peers. Because he had little else to do in his free time, he often
worked in his o#-duty time and found it kept his mind from wandering
and permanently storing useless information. It also o#ered him a
distraction from thinking about leaving the Titanus.

To him, he arrived at the transports too early—ten minutes—
although it was better than lateness. The attendants in scu#ed and wrin‐
kled uniforms waved him onboard when he "ashed them his identi!ca‐
tion on his Disc. Inside, he hesitated when he caught sight of the other
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o!cers on board, sitting in nearby seats at the rear of the aster, across the
center aisle. He knew too much about these individuals—and they
knew it. In the seconds it took him to "nd his seat, his brain had forced
him to recall their names as he clenched his teeth:

Chrysa Rubas, Karo Tripola, Annos Buriadis, Tasia Vall, and Haris
Manak.

They each bore the same rank as his—petty o!cer third class—and
all were on shore leave to Telam, just as he was. They’d been smiling and
laughing together, but as he entered, it all ceased. How could they forget
the o!cer with the perfect memory?

It’s not perfect, he thought, only near-perfect…
But only Roth could hear his own explanations. He looked away

and chose a seat at the front of the cabin, but before he sat down, he
wiped his chair with his gloved hand, brushing away a few dust motes.
Once seated, he folded his arms across his chest, crossed a leg, closed his
eyes, and focused on his outside-time memories.

The pilot launched the aster transport a few minutes late, and Roth
couldn't help but let it dampen his mood. Invariably, the clock in his
mind ticked, never letting him forget. It weighed on him that no one
else knew or cared to know.

He must have dozed o# for a few minutes. When he opened his eyes,
the aster trembled as it passed through Telam's upper atmosphere.
Telam's gravity "lled his body and pulled him down toward its surface.
The gravity was two percent higher planetside than on the bladeship,
and he could feel the seemingly minute change in his sensitive joints and
muscles. Roth glanced out a window at an azure sky with glary-white
clouds. The main sequence star’s rays re$ected in the windows, casting
shrills of moving light across the cabin.

It was morning here, but his internal clock told him it was evening.
Time aboard the bladeships was synced with the local time of Ptolis
Baerius, the capital of the planet Cadmus and the government seat of
the Ascendancy. Military life had programmed his body to fall asleep
soon, but his mother would have been awake for hours now, preparing
for his arrival.

He remembered the last time he’d spoken with Alora two months
and seven days ago, when he "rst told her about taking his military leave.
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Before that, it had been two years, one month, and two days. They
spoke little, and he certainly hadn’t told her why he was taking leave.

And she never asked.
Instead, Alora had smiled her reserved smile and said she’d be ready

to receive him. Beyond that, it was the first time Roth had seen
genuine happiness in her eyes in the four years he’d been gone. In fact,
he couldn’t remember the last time he’d seen her so eager to receive
him.

The day he’d left Telam, they’d argued—as was their wont—and it
hadn’t been civil or private. He’d embarrassed himself and his mother in
front of her council. Even after he’d sent a public communique to apol‐
ogize for his behavior, his memories would often make him relive those
moments repeatedly as if he were trapped in someone else’s body,
unable to stop himself from saying the terrible words he’d said. They
were like "ashes of lightning or bolts of pain through his nerves. Apolo‐
gies never healed wounds in the Soleis family, no matter how well-
intentioned.

The air in the aster transport changed as the cabin acclimatized,
sucking in the breeze from the outside. Slowly, the cabin depressurized
as they drew closer and closer to the surface. When they dipped below
the clouds, they revealed massive tors and megastructures of Ptolis
Galtaire, the capital of the Telam system. Great towers of glass-shaped
cubes, pyramids, and spheres rose at the center of gardens and parks of
bright verdigris and rainbows of "ora. Galtaire exempli#ed the apex of
human ingenuity and control over nature.

There were very few of the have-nots in the country of Galannes or
on the planet Telam. The reason, Roth knew, was because of Telam’s
becoming a vital hub of industrial manufacturing. The Dominion had
relied on house Soleis for three centuries, pouring money into their
co$ers to create ur-ships and then bladeships. This prosperity, however,
did not erase the underhanded nepotism, or the slavery disguised as
liberty. The moral poverty and the abundance of violence and rapine—
hence, the Ascendancy and its universal war.

In the end, this planet owed its prosperity to the keen contracts and
investments that Telam’s manufacturing entities had made with other
systems. Many seemed to forget that it was a coalition of industry and
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trade moguls who !rst formed the Ascendancy. The politicians took
over its face once the war machine was capitalized.

The buildings below grew larger and larger until they approached an
Ascendancy Gate near the center of the ptolis, a sprawling facility with a
circular landing pad at its center. Once they landed, Roth sat up
straight, double-checked his suit, and waited for the attendant to direct
him o" the aster.

Although he could not see his mother, he could feel his presence,
and a bitter swell of anticipation rose in his gut, which he strove to
suppress. Attendants gave him the go-ahead, and it appeared Roth was
the only one to disembark at this Gate. He left the others without words
or glances.

The dread in his stomach proved prophetic. As he disembarked and
stepped out onto the tarmac, he saw a small crowd of court attendants
and nobles standing near the military o#ces across the landing pad. He
knew them each by name and title, and they wore impeccable suits and
dresses, all in subdued black of House Soleis. Some held crystal glasses
and drank from them, shaded by hovering parasols that hummed inches
above their heads. They clapped mildly when they saw him, but were
otherwise silent. Only the perfunctory obligation to his mother could
drag them out of the acropolis and into the sun.

There was Vaso and Efthalia Maien, along with their son- and
daughter-in-law, Mads and Prosa Maien. Then, Gavril and Yanna
Maheras, and Yanis and Bria Harten. Four years had added pounds to
their frames and gray hairs to their heads. Mother’s attendants, Karine
and Shayha, stood behind her, and they’d grown into !ne young
women. Behind them stood mighty Platon Argyris, the head of security.

Alora stood apart from the others, glaring like a beacon at the head
of their party. Roth suspected the lords and ladies kept their distance
from her out of deference—but she wore a pearl-white silk jacquard
against their (and his) depressing apparel. It wasn’t an extravagant dress,
but she was the sunlight that radiated in all directions while the others
simply absorbed her. Ever since Roth had stopped growing, his mother
had always been taller with perfect bone structure and blemish-free skin,
which had everything to do with her prenatal gene-mods.

She seemed hardly a day over thirty, and her chestnut hair was
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pulled up in a large, intricate braid. Around her slender neck hung a
green, emerald jewel his father had gifted her before Roth was born. She
beamed at him, and he gave her a smile in return. Meanwhile, his antici‐
pation gripped him tighter, but he didn’t miss a step on his way
toward her.

He stopped a few paces away and gave her a formal bow.
“Mother.”
“My son,” she said, looking him over with her fathomless green eyes.

Her soft voice had perfect pitch like a song. “It’s good to see you again.”
Platon stepped forward, careful to remain behind Alora at all times.

He was tall and broad, holding his hands behind his back. Deep laugh
lines and wrinkles etched into his hard, oval face. He was more imposing
in his jet-black uniform and mantle than most generals under Alora’s
command. Scars and wounds he'd taken in battles fought in Alora's
service marked his dark skin. She’d brought no one else in her retinue.
He was enough.

“My prince,” he said with a curt bow.
Even though he technically wasn’t a prince while in the military,

Roth decided not to correct him. He respected Platon even if he often
disagreed with him.

“It's been a long four years, hasn’t it?” Alora said with gleaming
eyes. She turned halfway toward the others. “There will be a banquet
tonight in honor of my son, and all are invited.”

The lords and ladies of the court raised their glasses to him, then
made their way in awkward shu"es back to the groundcars that had
driven them there. All Roth could think was, four years, two months,
and sixteen days…if we’re being precise.

His mother seemed to understand his thoughts. “What do you
remember about the day you left?”

Roth lifted his gaze skyward and sighed. “Everything.”
“Of course you do,” she said with a faraway look. “And so young,

too.”
He’d been sixteen at the time, but the Ascendancy had needed more

willing hands. It was hard to pass up the opportunity with the promise
of safety in an intelligence bladeship orbiting only a few thousand kilo‐
meters from his birthplace.
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Besides, his father had joined. Why couldn’t he?
“Mother, why don’t we move o! the tarmac?” Roth said.
She looked at him sharply. “Am I not permitted to speak with my

son?”
Roth’s gaze hardened. “Shouldn’t we head back to the acropolis?”
Some of the joy in her eyes left her, and her voice went "at. “Yes.

Perhaps we should.”
Hooking her arm in his, she turned and followed Platon’s lead

toward the Gate exit. Roth gritted his teeth, realizing he’d fallen back
into the subtle parry-and-riposte communication tactics for which he
and his mother were well known.

They left the Gate in silence.
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